
Styling CourseFinal Test 

Designers

1. Who was the designer who took off the corset for the new style?
                                                    
                                                                                         

2. Who was the designer who introduced the “bias cut”?

                                                                                         

3. What was introduced in 1947 which changed the silhouette by Dior?

                                                                                         

4. Who was the designer who introduced colorful prints and the capri pants?

                                                                                         

5. Who was the designer who introduced the “No Bra”?

                                                                                         

6. Who was the designer who made fine pleated dresses that flowed to the floor?

                                                                                         

7. Which two designers introduced the futuristic geometric style in the 60s?

                                                                                         

8. Who was the designer who used metal as materials for clothes?

                                                                                         

Icons

9. Which icon and which movie spread the importance of The Little Black Dress?

                                                                                         

10. Which icon and which movie spread the importance of halter neck dresses?

                                                                                         

11. Which icon had spread the trend of long length boots?

                                                                                         



12. Which icon spread the classy look of A-Line skirts?

                                                                                         

13. Which icon wore geometric mini skirts which showed off her long skinny legs?

                                                                                         

14. Which icon married to a Prince of Monaco and wore ice blue satin dress to her 
award show?

                                                                                         

15. Which icon had high hair thick eyeliner with a waist of 22 inches?

                                                                                         

16. Which icon had a gypsy attitude which became a muse of an artist in the 60s? 
Name the artist also.

                                                                                         

17. Which icon wear matching suits with short collarless jacket?

                                                                                         

18. Which icon was a pin-up model which had jet black, short bangs which framed her 
face?

                                                                                         

Body

19. Which is the most idealistic body type figure?

                                                                                         

20. When you have a triangular body shape, which part of body should you pay 
attention to?

                                                                                         

21. Which type of body figure do you have if you put attention to hips?

                                                                                         

22. What should you do if you have a rectangular body shape?

                                                                                         



23. Which type of cut should you wear if you have a oval shape body?

                                                                                         

24. What type of pattern should you wear if you want to lengthen the legs?

                                                                                         

25. If you want to volumize your body, what should you wear?

                                                                                         

26. To look slim, which type of neckline is the best?

                                                                                         

27. If you have drooping shoulders, which type of neckline should you wear?

                                                                                         

28. If you wear double breasted blazer, what kind of effect will you have?

                                                                                         

29. If you have boot cut pants, what type of effect will you have?

                                                                                         

City
30. Choose two cities from the following list and describe what the street style is like.

Milan
Paris
NewYork
London
Tokyo
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Textile
31. What kind of characteristics does chiffon have?

                                                                                         

32. What kind of characteristics does velvet, velour and corduroy have?

                                                                                         

33. What kind of characteristics does satin have?

                                                                                         

34. What kind of characteristics does voile and tulle have?

                                                                                         

35. What kind of effect does tartan and tweed give?

                                                                                         

36. What fabric is great for all silhouettes and shapes?

                                                                                         

37. What kind of characteristics does organza have?

                                                                                         


